CIRCULAR

Sub: Inter District Cultural Competition

Every year Physical Education Branch of Directorate of Education conducts various competitions in cultural items as well as Drawing and Painting. From this year 2015-16, the following rules and regulations shall be observed while conducting Drawing & Painting competition for students and teachers. All Zonal convenors and SPEs may please note that Inter District Competition should be conducted on the same line.

Copy to:

1. All RDEs
2. All Distt. DDEs /DDEs of zones.
3. All HOS
4. All SPEs.
5. PS to Director Education.
6. OS (IT) with the request to place the same on website.
ART COMPETITION

STUDENTS

NOTE: STUDENT CAN TAKE PART IN ONLY ONE CATEGORY.

A. Painting Competition:

Paper size: \( \frac{3}{4} \) size (10"x15")/1/2 imperial sheet of cartridge sheet (15"x20")
Medium: Water colour/oil pastel/mix media/sketch pen/charcoal/pencil
Topic: General topic/landscape/any topic of your choice
Time: 2 hours & 30 minutes.

B. Poster competition.

Paper size: 1/2 imperial sheet of cartridge sheet (15"x20")
Medium: Poster colour/Water colour/Acrylic colour/Mix Media.
Topic: Current topic
Time: 2 hours & 30 minutes.

C. Slogan writing.

Paper size: \( \frac{1}{2} \) Imperial sheet of cartridge sheet (15"x20")
Medium: Black & white colour/poster colour/black ink
Topic: General topic.
Time: 2 hours.

D. Collage Making: (One group of two students)

Paper size: Full size cartridge sheet (20"x30")
Medium: Any type of waste paper/Mix media/News paper.
Topic: Any landscape/general topic.
Time: 3 hours.

NOTE: The competition will be held separately for boys and girls in two category i.e. Senior and Junior.
**Teacher's Art Competition**

**Note:** Teacher's can take part in only one category

**A. Painting Competition.**

- **Paper size:** ½ Imperial sheet of Cartridge.
- **Medium:** Water colour/dry pastel/oil pastel/Acrylic colour/charcoal/pencil & pencil colour/Mix media/collage making with paper and waste Material.
- **Topic:** Any topic of your choice
- **Time:** 2 hours & 30 minutes.

**B. Poster with slogan competition.**

- **Paper size:** ½ imperial sheet of cartridge.
- **Medium:** Poster colour/Acrylic colour/Mix media/water colour.
- **Topic:** General Awareness topic/any topic of your choice.
- **Time:** 2 hours & 30 minutes

**C. Sculpture making competition.**

- **Paper size:** Maximum size 15”.
- **Medium:** Clay/wax/plaster of paris/mix medium.
- **Topic:** Any topic of your choice.
- **Time:** 2 hours & 30 minutes